Winter 2023

Petitionable Classes in Other Departments

**Students must submit the course syllabus along with their petitions**

Please note that this list is not exhaustive, and there may be other courses of which we are not aware, but which students are welcome to propose for review.

- **PETITIONS ARE NOT GUARANTEED UNTIL SYLLABUS IS APPROVED** -

**International Relations (IR)**

- COMM 137 - GLOBAL COMM - IR
- ECON 181 - INTRNTNL FINANCE -IR
- GLOBL 124 - GLOBAL PEAC & CONFL – IR/PT
- GLOBL 130 - GLBL ECON/DEVELOPM – IR/CP
- GLOBL 161 - GLOB ENV POLITICS – IR/CP
- SOC 130SG - SOC GLOBALIZATION - IR
- SOC 185DG - DEV/GLOBAL THEORY – IR/CP

**Political Theory (PT)**

- CH ST 135 - CRITICAL RACE THEOR -PT
- FEMST 180 - FEMINIST ANALYSIS - PT
- GLOBL 110 - GLBL CULTURE/ETHICS - PT
- GLOBL 124 - GLOBAL PEAC & CONFL – IR/PT
- PHIL 121 - POLITICL PHILOSOPHY - PT
- PHIL 143 - PHILOSOPHY OF LAW - PT
- PHIL 175A - AMERICAN PHIL - PT

**American Politics (AP)**

- AS AM 159 – EJCH - AP
- CH ST 141 - CENTRAL AMERICANS - AP
- COMM 170 - COMMUNICATION LAW – AP
- COMM 177 - LEGAL CMTY/COURT – AP
- COMM 188 - NEWS POLITICS DEMOC - AP
- ECON 189 - LAW AND ETHICS - AP
- ECON 189H - LAW & ETHICS HONORS - AP
- ENV S 135A - PRIN ENVT PLANNING - AP
- FAMST 189JA - JAP- AMER INTERNMNT - AP
- HIST 166LB - U.S. LEGAL HISTORY - AP
- HIST 171ME - U.S. & M.E. - AP/CP
- HIST 178B - AMERICAN URBAN HIST - AP

**Area D – POLS Electives (D)**

- AS AM 100CC - FILIPINO AMERICANS – Area D
- AS AM 100HH - SOUTHEAST ASIAN – Area D
- AS AM 157 - AS AM EDUCATION – Area D
- COMM 108 - CORP SOC RESPONS – Area D
- COMM 114 - MED EFFECTS SOC – Area D
- COMM 116 - INTERNET & SOCIETY – Area D
- COMM 121 - COMM AND CONFLICT – Area D
- COMM 169 - SOCIAL NETWORKS – Area D
- ECON 150B - LABOR ECONOMICS – Area D
- ECON 174 - NEGOTIATIONS – Area D
- ENV S 130SD - THE WORLD IN 2050 – Area D
- FAMST 131 - POL REPRO TECH – Area D
- HIST 193F - FOOD HISTORY – Area D
- HIST 193D - PERSPECTIVES IN HIST – Area D
- SOC 130SD - THE WORLD IN 2050 – Area D
- SOC 131 - POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY – Area D

**Comparative Politics (CP)**

- BL ST 118 - COMP REBELLION (AP/CP)
- CH ST 109 - INDIGENOUS PEOPLE – CP
- EACS 103C - ANTHRO OF KOREA -CP
- ECON 114A - ECONOMIC DEVELOP - CP
- ENV S 115 - ENERGY AND THE ENV - CP
- GLOBL 120 - GLBL IDEOL/WRLD ORD - CP
- GLOBL 130 - GLBL ECON/DEVELOPM – IR/CP
- GLOBL 140 - GLOB RACIAL JUSTICE – CP
- GLOBL 161 - GLOB ENV POLITICS – IR/CP
- HIST 151B - LATIN AMERICAN HIST - CP
- HIST 171ME - U.S. & M.E. - AP/CP

**Comparative Politics Continued (CP)**

- LAIS 101 - INT HIST & SOC LAIS - CP
- SOC 185DG - DEV/GLOBAL THEORY – IR/CP
- SOC 134 - SOCIAL MOVEMENTS - CP
- SOC 130LA - SOCIAL CHNGE LAT AM - CP
- SOC 130ME - SOC CHNGE MID EAST - CP